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Letter from the Chairman
Dear Friends,

In this Issue

Kia ora from New Zealand, I would like to introduce myself as the
new Chair for the International Partnership of Geothermal

Letter from the chairman

Technology (IPGT). On behalf of the IPGT Steering Committee I
would like to thank my predecessor, Gunter Siddiqi from the Swiss

Country Updates

Federal Office of Energy for his efforts in the role over the past
years.

Recent Events

The IPGT Steering Committee held a one-day workshop in
Reykjavik, Iceland earlier this year. Representatives from the 5

26 April 2016
IPGT Steering Committee
Meeting
Iceland

member countries presented on their national updates and
advancements they have made in geothermal over the past year. At
the meeting, we also did a stock-take of the existing working groups
in terms of their representatives and progress made so far.
Acknowledging that some working groups haven’t been working
closely over the past year, the Steering Committee is committed to

Upcoming Events

continue to support them. IPGT members also enjoyed a shared
dinner with the European Research Area Network (ERANET) where

11 - 12 February 2017
IPGT Joint Steering
Committee and Working
Groups Workshop
Stanford

we

discussed

our

common

R&D

interests

in

geothermal

technologies. At the end of the meeting, IPGT members continued
to attend the third Iceland Geothermal Congress of which a number
of common areas of interests were discussed.
Over the past year we have been building a new website for the
IPGT, please visit us at our new address; http://ipgtgeothermal.org/
The planning of our 2017 IPGT meeting is now underway and we
would like to invite all members of the current working groups to join
the steering committee in Stanford on the 11th and 12th of February.
Please contact Trudy at t.ohalloran@gns.cri.nz if you wish to attend.
Please enjoy this newsletter and once again thank you for the
opportunity.
With Warm Regards

http://us14.campaign-archive1.com/?u=f2e2b0fc54f4bade32dbe78d7&id=5219770115... 8/03/2017
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Kennie Tsui
Chair of IPGT, Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment,
New Zealand

IPGT Country Updates

In 2015, five teams, each of which proposed a

Iceland

participation. Following two subsequent down-

specific site, were selected for Phase 1
selects over the next several years, one final

Utilisation of geothermal resources has expanded

FORGE team and site will emerge and move into

rapidly during the last decade and is expected to

the final operations Phase of this initiative. Upon

increase over the next decades. Electricity

selection, this final site will be fully instrumented

generation is estimated to increase by 12% from

and characterized, with primary focus on annual

5.2 TWh in year 2014 to 5.8 TWh in year 2020

competitive solicitations according to the DOE-

and heating with geothermal from 28,1 PJ in year

crafted EGS roadmap. The FORGE initiative

2014 to 34 PJ in year 2020. Population growth is

was designed to leverage the vast knowledge

expected of 36% until 2050 and geothermal

and experience in the geothermal and subsurface

utilization is estimated to increase by over 70%

community to resolve the challenges associated

until 2050 to almost 50 PJ.

with EGS in a holistic and systematic manner.

Iceland’s long term objective is to ensure long

Hydrothermal Exploration

term utilisation of its resources and the legal

-In FY 2015, the GTO wrapped Phase I of its

amendments, as well as the future

Play Fairway Analysis (PFA) effort, with

implementation of the Master Plan for hydro and

promising results. The concept of the PFA has

geothermal energy resources in Iceland are steps

been used to identify potential locations of blind

in maintaining and sustaining this objective.

hydrothermal systems, areas warranting future

Iceland has developed a great deal of know-how

exploration and to describe geothermal

and experience in harnessing of geothermal

opportunities in rift-zone settings. This tool

resources, both for space heating and electricity

incorporates the regional or basin-wide

generation. With tourism increasing every year by

distribution of known geologic factors besides

10%-30% geothermal bathing in natural hot

heat flow that control the occurrence of a

springs has become more popular. With the

particular example of a geothermal system.

eruption from Bardabunga central volcanic

Conducting PFA in unexplored or underexplored

system under Vatnajökull glacier which produced

basins or regions or using new play concepts in

2

a lava field of 85 km the area has become tourist

basins with known geothermal potential is central

attraction in particular bathing in a new hot

to this effort.

stream of water as the picture below illustrates.

-DOE initiated a Subsurface Technical and

Further information about updates in regards to

Engineering RD&D (SubTER) team as an

the national policy and legal framework see

integrated platform to cross DOE subsurface

Ketilsson et al. (2015).

interests and to address crosscutting grand

Constructions have started on the Þeistareykir

challenges associated with the use of the

geothermal power plant in the north by

subsurface for energy extraction and storage

Landsvirkjun for the first unit of 45 MW electric

purposes. This team includes representatives of

installed capacity expected to be online within a

all DOE applied technology offices, as well as

few years. Reykjavik Energy has started to

several other DOE offices focused on policy,

connect the Hverahlid geothermal area within the

research, and development. Through this

Hengil area to be connected to the existing

coordinated approach, DOE can more quickly

Hellisheidi power plant as make-up wells.

identify scientific and technology challenges and

The IDDP consortium continues to plan for

more effectively leverage funding through multi-

IDDP-2 on Reykjanes. A recent study published

office collaborations.

in English for Orkustofnun reviews the success of

Low-Temperature & Coproduced

drilling high temperature wells in Iceland over

-In FY 2015, a first-in-the-world hybrid

past decades. Orkustofnun will next look towards

geothermal-solar facility in Fallon, Nevada
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the success of wells with medium enthalpy fluid.

successfully combined 33 MW geothermal and

Orkustofnun has completed the work of

26 MW photo voltaic with an additional 2 MW

identifying and define possible areas for new

Concentrated Solar Power at the Stillwater

power projects for both hydro and geothermal

Hybrid Geothermal-Solar site. With Idaho

which the steering committee of the third Master

National Lab and the National Renewable Energy

Plan will take under consideration and evaluation

Laboratory, GTO entered into agreement with

before submitting the results to the Parliament for

Enel Green Power to explore potential and

decision making of categorizing the areas to be

quantify the benefits of integrating geothermal

utilized, to be protected or further studied. The

energy with solar as a replicable strategy.

feasibility of a subsea cable to the UK is being

-GTO concluded Phase I activities for its Mineral

studied as well as a North West Atlantic Cable.

Recovery Program. During Phase I projects

Iceland has actively participated in supporting

demonstrated: technical feasibility and economic

geothermal development worldwide, particularly

viability of mineral extraction technologies;

for the COP21 event in Paris in December 2015

assessed current Rare Earth Element and near

through the Global Geothermal Alliance Initiative

critical-metal resource bases; and applied R&D of

as well as through bilateral cooperation with

innovative extraction technologies. GTO will

various nations in particular through EEA Grants

initiative Phase II projects in FY 2016.

with Romania, Hungary and Portugal but as well

-A GTO project in Surprise Valley, Oregon

with the European Union and its members states

funded a non-profit rural cooperative utility to

through the SET-Plan and the Geothermal ERA

produce 3 MW geothermal power at 239°F, set

NET initiative which Orkustofnun coordinates.

for commissioning this summer 2016. Funded

Orkustofnun continues to support collaboration

with $2M in GTO Recovery Act funds and

through IPGT and IEA-GIA as well as IGA

matched buy a $3M Oregon Department of

through the UNU-GTP programme.

Energy Business tax credit, the project sets a
model for grassroots community involvement and
is proposed to capture waste heat for
aquaculture, green house farming, and district
heating.
-Idaho National Lab is working to demonstrate
the technical viability of utilizing low temperature
geothermal resources to provide the energy
necessary for forward osmosis (FO) water
treatment/desalination, and to assess the
economic feasibility of doing so. Successful

Satellite image of Iceland in winter time illustrating

implementation of thermally driven FO would

geothermal production wells in operation in year 2014

reduce water disposal costs, and produce a

for geothermal power plants (red) and wells operated

purified water having market value in industrial,

by heat utilities with a natural monopoly for

agricultural, or potable applications

distribution of heat. Over 100 production wells
operated by small auto-producers are excluded.

Switzerland

New Zealand
“Energy in New Zealand” for the 2014 calendar
has been published by the Ministry of Business,

Of the roughly 60 TWh of electricity consumption
in a country of 8 million (7.6 MWh per capita),
there is a strong need to develop new
renewables in response to a new energy policy.
Today there is no geothermal power production
in Switzerland. However, direct use – and in
particular shallow ground source heat pumps –
enjoy considerable success in Switzerland. In
total, direct use contributes some 2 TWh of heat,

Innovation and Employment (MBIE). It shows
that in 2014 geothermal electricity generation
remained high and at 16.2% of the total has now
overtaken gas as the second largest producer of
electricity. Oversupply of generating capacity has
resulted in the recently announced closure by
Contact Energy of a 400 MW gas fired plant
which been effectively replaced by their new Te
Mihi geothermal power station. Their decision

http://us14.campaign-archive1.com/?u=f2e2b0fc54f4bade32dbe78d7&id=5219770115... 8/03/2017
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approximately 14% of heat supplied by all

reflects the growth in renewable electricity

renewables and about 2% of all heat consumed

generation in New Zealand and is the third big

in Switzerland. 70% of new homes are built with

fossil fuelled power station closure announced

heat pumps, half of them using the ground as

this year, which will remove more than 1000 MW

heat source.

capacity from the system.

Policy Update:

The oversupply has severely dampened interest

A first set of measures related to implementing

in geothermal development and only limited

Switzerland’s energy strategy 2050 is working its

number of make-up wells are being drilled. No

way through Switzerland’s parliament. A major

new projects are being planned except that a

revision of the Energy Act aims to set the

Geothermal Consent hearing has just concluded

boundary conditions to substantially increase

at Ngawha for the expansion of geothermal

energy savings and efficieny, lower the need of

production, from 25 MW to 75 MW. Ngawha is

fossil fuels and a gradual phase out of nuclear

located in the far north of the North Island and is

energy. Both chambers have shown strong

the only high temperature geothermal field

support for direct use of geothermal energy as

outside of the Taupo Volcanic Field. It is the only

well for electricity from geothermal energy. Draft

geothermal field in New Zealand where

legislation now includes support for an extensive

supplementary injection of cold water is

geothermal risk guarantee scheme, investment

undertaken to maintain reservoir pressures,

grants for exploration activities that confirm the

primarily to ensure preservation of the

presence of a reservoir, investment grants for

geothermal natural features. The economic

direct use of geothermal energy as well as feed-

benefit in local generation and steam for direct

in tariffs.

heat is proven but there is still opposition from

The Swiss Competence Centers for Energy

local landowners who fear the increased

Research (SCCER) - Supply of Electricity

extraction will adversely effect the geothermal hot

focuses on geothermal energy is up and running.

springs.

Switzerland’s capacity to undertake geothermal

Geothermal is a strategic energy for New

research has been greatly expanded by new

Zealand and GNS Science plays a significant role

professorships dedicated to geothermal energy at

in providing high level geothermal advice to

the Swiss Federal Institutes of Techology in

central and local government as well as to the

Zurich and Lausanne, the Universities of

geothermal industry. Recently the GNS

Neuchâtel and Geneva.

developed workshop “From Start to Steam” was

Recent Geothermal Developments:

delivered to Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, covering all the aspects of geothermal

• An incorporated joint venture of 7 Swiss
utility companies, Geo Energie Suisse,
has been awarded a permit for the EGS
pilot plant in Haute-Sorne (Canton of
Jura) in North-Western Switzerland in
mid-June 2015. Barring some objections
from nearby residents, the project is on
schedule for setting up a long-term
seismic monitoring program in 2016. The
anticipates hydraulic stimulation program
will borrow heavily from recent successes
of hydraulically stimulating
unconventional gas reservoir.
• The City Utility of St Gallen has finally
decided to abandon the geothermal
energy project. The option to test and
produce the natural gas reservoir is still
under investigation. The utility has
received a pay-out amounting about US$

development for those not familiar with the topic.
On the 9th of July GNS held a well-attended
Workshop to present a summary of our wide
encompassing review of the extraction of
valuable dissolved minerals and constituents
from New Zealand geothermal waters. This
study was funded by MBIE as part of New
Zealand science funding. Reports covering legal,
marketing and technical aspects of mineral
extraction as well as the presentations are
available online at www.waste2wealth.co.nz. An
important aspect was hearing the participants
views and how they saw the next steps and
required future work accomplish the goal of
mineral extraction. This information is being
collated and will be shortly published. We see
this as a fruitful area of international collaboration
for those countries wishing to maximize their
geothermal resources.
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19 million under the geothermal
guarantee scheme.

USA
The United States remains the world leader in
installed geothermal capacity, at 3.7 GW. Ninetyfive percent of this capacity is in California and

Trudy O'Halloran and Ed Mroczek from

Nevada. According to the Geothermal Energy

New Zealand in Iceland for the IPGT

Association, additional capacity is under

Steering Committee Meeting 2016

development among 80 projects nationwide, with
the predominance of activity located in the hotter

Australia

western states.
Multiple agencies are involved in advancing the

The Australian Government is committed to a

U.S. geothermal sector. Leading the sector are

Renewable Energy Target (RET) that allows

the U.S. Department of Energy’s Geothermal

sustainable growth in both small and large scale

Technologies Office (GTO), which engages in

renewable energy, so that more than 23 per cent

RD&D; the Geothermal Energy Association

of Australia’s electricity comes from renewable

(GEA), who advocates for expanded use of

sources by 2020. The Government has set a

geothermal resources for power and direct use;

large-scale target of 33,000 gigawatt hours by

and the Geothermal Resources Council (GRC)

2020. There will be no change to support for

as a scientific, educational and cultural

small scale solar (the Small Scale Renewable

organization and US affiliate of the International

Energy Scheme or SRES) and no review of the

Geothermal Association.

RET until 2020.

Policy Update:

On 11 August 2015, the Australian Government

The GTO works in partnership with industry,

announced it would reduce greenhouse gas

academia, and the U.S. Department of

emissions by 26 to 28 per cent below 2005 levels

Energy's national laboratories to accelerate

by 2030, building on its 2020 target of reducing

development and deployment of clean, domestic

emissions by five per cent below 2000 levels. At

geothermal energy by supporting innovative

the centre of the Government’s response to

technologies that reduce cost and risks of

reducing emissions is the $2.55 billion Emissions

bringing geothermal power online.

Reduction Fund, which creates a positive

GTO invests in activities to facilitate growth of

incentive for businesses to adopt better

installed electrical capacity along a spectrum of

technologies and practices and reduce

technology readiness:

greenhouse gas emissions.

-Research and development that invests in

The Renewable Energy Target (RET) also forms

innovative technologies and techniques to

an important part of the Government’s plan for

improve the process of identifying, accessing,

meeting the country’s emissions reduction

and developing geothermal resources

commitments. The target for large-scale

-Demonstrations that enable field testing and

generation of 33,000 gigawatt hours in 2020 is

validation

estimated to lift the share of renewables to

-Deployment activities that focus on reducing

around 23.5 per cent of Australia’s electricity in

non-technical barriers and conducting analysis on

2020. The RET scheme is helping to transform

the impact of DOE investments.
To that end, program goals for the office

Australia’s electricity generation mix to cleaner
and more diverse sources and is supporting

include:

growth and employment in the renewable energy

- Lowering the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)

sector.

to 6 cents/kWh by 2030

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency

-Demonstrating capability to create and sustain a

(ARENA) established the International

5 MW enhanced geothermal systems reservoir

Geothermal Expert Group in mid-2013, and it

by 2020.

reported in July 2014
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Recent DOE Achievements:

(http://arena.gov.au/news/geothermal-report-

The U.S. geothermal industry continues to grow

provides-roadmap-to-unlock-energy-potential/).

gradually. The United States Geological Survey

The expert group concluded that utility scale

(USGS) estimates a potential 30 GW of

power generation from geothermal energy is not

undiscovered hydrothermal resources and 100+

cost competitive in Australia in 2014 and unlikely

GW of EGS potential, which could meet nearly

to be so in 2020, but that there are plausible

one tenth of America’s vast energy needs.

commercialisation pathways for geothermal

Systems Analysis

energy in supplying off-grid electricity and direct

-In FY 2015, the GTO launched a massive effort

use heat for gas processing. The report identified

to produce an analytical report outlining a vision

the need for significant cost reductions in the

for the future of the geothermal industry in the

critical areas of finding and flowing heat and

coming decades. The GeoVision report will

proposed that re-designed support mechanisms

highlight the potential economic, environmental,

focus on data collection, collaboration with the oil

and social benefits of geothermal energy.

and gas sector and engagement with

Enhanced Geothermal Systems

international geothermal projects.

EGS potential is currently estimated to be on the

ARENA is funding the Geothermal Structural

order of 100-500+ GWe in the United States

Permeability Map research project by the South

alone. DOE investments in EGS research,

Australian Centre for Geothermal Energy

development, and demonstration projects aim to

Research/University of Adelaide

produce a clear and replicable pathway for EGS

(http://arena.gov.au/project/geothermal-

reservoir creation and ultimately the

structural-permeability-map/).

commercialization of EGS. Recent EGS

Following over a decade of on-ground work,

Demonstration investments have yielded

including the drilling of six wells to more than

significant successes and the exciting promise of

4000 m depth, several of which set new

further advancement in the upcoming years.

benchmarks for technical achievements in

As the next step for EGS development, the GTO

Australia, and the creation of the world’s largest

has launched one of the Energy Department’s

fractured geothermal reservoir, Geodynamics Ltd

largest geothermal initiatives, the Frontier

has completed the rehabilitation of the

Observatory for Research in Geothermal Energy,

Innamincka project in the Cooper Basin. Detailed

FORGE. FORGE will advance our fundamental

studies were conducted by Geodynamics into

understanding of the subsurface, increase our

possible avenues for commercialisation of its

development of sustainable, clean energy

geothermal energy. While it was found that

resources, and continue to maintain the U.S’s

electricity could be generated for a lower price

global leadership in geothermal technology

than the local cost of diesel generation, there is

development and deployment.

an insufficient local market. In addition, the

FORGE is envisioned as a laboratory where the

possibility of using geothermal heat for

community can:

processing gas from the nearby Nappamerri

-Gain a fundamental understanding of the key

Trough Natural Gas project did not eventuate as

mechanisms controlling EGS reservoir creation

a result of the global collapse of oil (and gas)

and sustainability;

prices. Geodynamics have also abandoned their

-Develop, test and improve new techniques in an

South Pacific geothermal projects. An enormous

ideal and well characterized EGS environment;

amount has been learned during this project,

and

which was largely funded by private equity,

-Rapidly disseminate and share technical data

including the continuous operation of a 1 MW

among researchers, developers, local

binary power plant over a period of 6 months.

stakeholders, students, and other interested
parties.
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